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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Algeria is a country in the Maghreb region of North Africa. The capital
and most populous city is Algiers, located in the far north of the country on the
Mediterranean coast. With an area of 2,381,741 square kilometers (Algeria is the tenthlargest country in the world, and the largest in Africa.
Algeria is bordered to the northeast by Tunisia, to the east by Libya,
ya, to
the west by Morocco, to the southwest by the Western Saharan territory, Mauritania,
ritania,
and Mali, to the southeast by Niger, and to the north by the Mediterranean Sea. The
country is a semi-presidential republic consisting of 48 provinces and 1,5411 communes
(counties). It has the highest human development index of all non-island
d African
countries.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A – Write True , False or Not mentioned
3Pts
Pts
1- This text is about Algeria's borders …………………………………
………
2-Algiers is the most inhabited city in Algeria …………………………
…………………
……………
her ………………………
…………………
3- Algeria 's provinces differ from one to another
……………………………

io
n.

B : Answer the following questions:
2Pt
2Pts
1-What is the most inhabited city in Algeria?......................................................
lgeria
ia?
?..................
...........
2-How many states and counties are
re
e there in Alg
Algeria ? …………………………………….

ca
t

C- Find the opposites of : lowest
unpopulated…………………… 3Pts
westt …….……………
…….………
D - Find words that are closest
st in mean
meaning to : including :………………… states…………
E- What do the underlined
ned words refer
re
to : The capital :………………… it : …………………..
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F - Put the adjectives
in the superlative form:
2Pts
ctives
ives in brackets
brac
I think Algeria is (good)
(good)……..………
(good)……..…………….country in the world and it is not (bad)…………………..
as you think at all . It is class
classified
as (large)……..…….…… country in Africa .
c
ic, French
ench and
a Tamazight
Ta
The Arabic,
are (common)……………………..used languages in it.

en

cy

G- Spott the mistake
mistakes and correct them :
2Pts
m
algeria
ria is my county
c
coun
who is located northern Africa
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………
………………………
HH
- P
Put tthe following words in the right column : " oil " hour " player " slower " 2Pts

/əʊə/

………………………………

/ ɔɪə /

/ aʊə /

………………………….

………………………………

/eɪə/
………………………….

I- Your English friend wants to know a lot about our country :"Algeria" .
6Pts
Write a paragraph talking about it, using the followings : /Currency/ Independence day /
Religion/Landmarks /Touristic places/ languages/ Religion /Traditional food / Famous
figures /…...
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